Healthier Hospitals
Compliant Products
The Herman Miller, Geiger, and Nemschoff products shown herein meet the requirements of Health Care Without Harm’s Healthy Interiors criteria, v2.3. Practice Greenhealth’s Healthy Interiors goal requires participating hospitals to ensure that 30 percent of the annual volume of furnishings and furniture purchases (based on cost) eliminate the use of formaldehyde, per and poly-fluorinated alkyl substances (PFAS), polyvinyl chloride (PVC), antimicrobials, and all flame retardants.

If a product shown herein includes one of the following icons, those exceptions must be considered when specifying product:

- **Curved-edge Surfaces**
  
  For laminate work surfaces you must specify straight-edge surfaces only.

- **Textiles**
  
  If your preferred Herman Miller or Geiger product shows the textile symbol, visit the Design for the Environment Textiles document for a full list of textiles that meet the Healthy Interiors goal of the Safer Chemicals Challenge. For Nemschoff products, please contact Nemschoff directly regarding textile treatments.

- **Antimicrobials Treatment**
  
  You must specify no antimicrobials treatment such as MicrobeCare™.

Furniture/fabric/products described herein meet Health Care Without Harm’s Healthy Interiors criteria according to the manufacturer. Health Care Without Harm and Practice Greenhealth do not verify this information.
Seating
Office Chairs

- Aeron Herman Miller
- Celle Herman Miller
- Cosm Herman Miller
- Eames Aluminum Group Herman Miller
- Verus Herman Miller
- Eames Soft Pad Herman Miller
- Embody Herman Miller
- Geiger Sotto Chair Geiger
- Lino Herman Miller
- Mirra 2 Herman Miller
- Sayl Herman Miller
- Setu Herman Miller
- Taper Geiger

Exceptions to be considered when specifying product:
- Curved-edge Surfaces
- Textiles
- Antimicrobials Treatment
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Exceptions to be considered when specifying product:

- Curved-edge Surfaces
- Textiles
- Antimicrobials Treatment

**Seating**

Side, Stacking & Multiple Seating

- Altair
  - Nemschoff
- Altair Plus
  - Nemschoff
- Aside
  - Herman Miller
- Bumper Seating
  - Geiger
- Eames Molded Wood Side Chair
  - Herman Miller Collection
  - *excludes upholstered versions*
- Eames Wire Chair
  - Herman Miller Collection
- Eames Wire Outdoor Chair
  - Herman Miller Collection
- Envelope
  - Geiger
- Capella Side Chair
  - Nemschoff
- Caper
  - Herman Miller
- Collegeville
  - Geiger
- Crosshatch
  - Geiger
- Full Twist
  - Geiger
- Keyn
  - Herman Miller
- Landmark
  - Geiger
- Leeway
  - Geiger
- Eames Molded Plastic Armchair
  - Herman Miller
  - *excludes upholstered versions*
- Eames Molded Fiberglass Armchair
  - Herman Miller Collection
  - *excludes upholstered versions*
- Eames Molded Fiberglass Side Chair
  - Herman Miller Collection
  - *excludes upholstered versions*
- Eames Molded Plastic Side Chair
  - Herman Miller Collection
  - *excludes upholstered versions*
- Limerick Chair
  - Herman Miller
- Magis Air Chair
  - Magis
- Magis Spun Chair
  - Magis
- Monarch Easy Access
  - Nemschoff
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Exceptions to be considered when specifying product:
- Curved-edge Surfaces
- Textiles
- Antimicrobials Treatment

Seating
Side, Stacking & Multiple Seating

Monarch Multiple Seating
Nemschoff

Monarch Plus Seating
Nemschoff

Nessel Chair
Geiger

Reliant
Nemschoff

Reliant Plus
Nemschoff

Saiba
Geiger

Sayl Side Chair
Herman Miller

Setu Side Chair
Herman Miller

Valor Multiple
Nemschoff

Valor Plus
Nemschoff

Verus Side Chair
Herman Miller

Whisk Seating
Nemschoff

2700 Series
Nemschoff

Benches

Monarch Bench
Nemschoff

Riva Bench
Nemschoff

Terra Bench
Nemschoff

Tuxedo Component
Lounge Bench
Geiger

Tuxedo Component
Lounge Museum Bench
Geiger

Tuxedo Component
Lounge Bench
Geiger

Terra Bench
Nemschoff

Valor Bench
Nemschoff

Monarch Bench
Nemschoff

Valor Plus
Nemschoff
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Exceptions to be considered when specifying product:

- Curved-edge Surfaces
- Textiles
- Antimicrobials Treatment

**Seating**

**Lounge**

- Bevel Sofa
  - Herman Miller

- Bolster Sofa
  - Herman Miller

- Brabo Sofa
  - Geiger

- Eames Tandem Sling
  - Herman Miller Collection

- Florabella Seating
  - Nemschoff

- Girard Color Wheel Ottoman
  - Herman Miller Collection

- Greenwich Lounge
  - Geiger

- Brava Modern
  - Nemschoff

- Celeste
  - Herman Miller

- Chadwick Lounge
  - Herman Miller

- City Hall Lounge
  - Geiger

- Harmon Lounge
  - Nemschoff

- Lispenard Sofa Group
  - Herman Miller

- Marsack III
  - Nemschoff

- Module Lounge
  - Herman Miller

- Colourform Sofa Group
  - Herman Miller

- Crosshatch Lounge
  - Geiger

- Eames Chaise
  - Herman Miller Collection

- Eames Lounge and Ottoman
  - Herman Miller Collection

- Nelson Marshmallow Sofa
  - Herman Miller Collection

- Nelson Swag Leg Chair
  - Herman Miller Collection

- Palisade Lounge
  - Nemschoff

- Plex Lounge
  - Herman Miller
Exceptions to be considered when specifying product:

- Curved-edge Surfaces
- Textiles
- Antimicrobials Treatment

Seating

Lounge

Public Office Landscape Social Chair
Herman Miller

Reframe Lounge
Herman Miller

Riva Lounge
Nemschoff

Rolled Arm Sofa
Herman Miller

Swoop Lounge
Herman Miller
*excludes plywood

Tuxedo Sofa
Geiger

Scissor Chair
Geiger

Setu Lounge and Ottoman
Herman Miller

Sled Chair
Geiger

Steps Lounge System
Nemschoff

Striad Lounge and Ottoman
Herman Miller

Wood Base Lounge
Geiger

Wireframe Sofa
Herman Miller
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Seating
Recliners, Gliders, & Chairs

Exceptions to be considered when specifying product:
- Curved-edge Surfaces
- Textiles
- Antimicrobials Treatment

Sleepover

Ava Recliner
Nemschoff
Brava Glider
Nemschoff
Capella Chair
Nemschoff
Cente Chair
Nemschoff

Consoul Recliner
Nemschoff
Cuilla Glider Recliner
Nemschoff
Horizon Glider
Nemschoff
Nala
Nemschoff

Pamona Recliner
Nemschoff
Pristo Recliner
Nemschoff
Serenity
Nemschoff

Beaumont Sleep Chair & Settee
Nemschoff

Monarch Sleep Chair & Settee
Nemschoff

Pamona Flop Sofa
Nemschoff
Exceptions to be considered when specifying product:

- Curved-edge Surfaces
- Textiles
- Antimicrobials Treatment

Seating

**Stools**

- Aeron Stool
  Herman Miller

- Caper Stool
  Herman Miller

- Celle Stool
  Herman Miller

- Cosm Stool
  Herman Miller

- Magis Stool_One
  Magis

- Magis Tom & Jerry Stool
  Magis

- Mirra 2 Stool
  Herman Miller

- Palisade Stool
  Nemschoff

- Crosshatch Stool
  Geiger

- Eames Molded Fiberglass Stool
  Herman Miller Collection
  *excludes upholstered versions

- Eames Molded Plastic Stool
  Herman Miller Collection
  *excludes upholstered versions

- Eames Molded Wood Stool
  Herman Miller Collection
  *excludes upholstered versions

- Sayl Stool
  Herman Miller

- Celle Stool
  Herman Miller

- Lino Stool
  Herman Miller

- Magis Déjà-vu Stool
  Magis

- Magis Steelwood Stool
  Magis

- Setu Stool
  Herman Miller

- Verus Stool
  Herman Miller

- Caper Stool
  Herman Miller

- Eames Wire Outdoor Stool
  Herman Miller Collection

- Palisade Stool
  Nemschoff

- Sayl Stool
  Herman Miller
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Exceptions to be considered when specifying product:

- Curved-edge Surfaces
- Textiles
- Antimicrobials Treatment

**Tables**

**Multipurpose Tables**

Axon Tables
Geiger

Burdick Group Tables
Herman Miller

Caucus
Geiger

Claw Table
Geiger

MP Tables
Geiger

MP Flex Tables
Geiger

Palisade Mobile Table
Nemschoff

Palisade Occasional Table
Nemschoff

Eames Tables
Herman Miller Collection

*Stone Top Only

Eames Wirebase Tables
Herman Miller Collection

Everywhere
Herman Miller

Peer Tables
Geiger

Riva Table
Nemschoff

Steps
Nemschoff

Valor Side Table
Herman Miller

Exclave Tables
Herman Miller

Magis Air Table
Magis

Mirage Overbed Table
Nemschoff

*see exceptions page
Tables

Height-Adjustable Tables

Motia Sit-to-Stand
Herman Miller

Nevi Link
Herman Miller

Nevi Sit-to-Stand
Herman Miller

Renew Sit-to-Stand
Herman Miller

Renew Link
Herman Miller

Exceptions to be considered when specifying product:
- Curved-edge Surfaces
- Textiles
- Antimicrobials Treatment
Furniture

Workstations

Canvas Beam
Herman Miller

Canvas Channel
Herman Miller

Canvas Wall
Herman Miller

Canvas Private Office
Herman Miller

Canvas Dock
Herman Miller

Canvas Metal Desk
Herman Miller

Canvas Vista
Herman Miller

Exceptions to be considered when specifying product:

- Curved-edge Surfaces
- Textiles
- Antimicrobials Treatment
Furniture

Workstations

Geiger Catalyst Casegoods
Geiger

Geiger Levels Casegoods
Geiger

Public Office Landscape
Herman Miller

Tablet
Geiger

Geiger Shelf System
Geiger

Layout Studio
Herman Miller

Exceptions to be considered when specifying product:
- Curved-edge Surfaces
- Textiles
- Antimicrobials Treatment
Storage

Workstation Storage

Canvas Metal and Wood Storage
Herman Miller

Meridian
Herman Miller

Terra Casegoods
Nemschoff

Bedside Storage

Tu Metal
Herman Miller

Tu Wood
Herman Miller

Palisade Tote
Nemschoff

Pristo II Bedside Cabinet
Nemschoff

Exceptions to be considered when specifying product:

- Curved-edge Surfaces
- Textiles
- Antimicrobials Treatment
Exceptions to be considered when specifying product:
- Curved-edge Surfaces
- Textiles
- Antimicrobials Treatment

Clinical Systems

ColStruc System
Herman Miller

Compass System
Herman Miller

Ehospace
Herman Miller
*Please contact your Herman Miller representative to help you plan and specify Ethospace

Mora System
Herman Miller

Commend Nurses Stations
Herman Miller

Intent Solution
Herman Miller
Exceptions to be considered when specifying product:

- Curved-edge Surfaces
- Textiles
- Antimicrobials Treatment

Category
Behavioral Health Furniture

Behavioral Health Beds
Nemschoff

Behavioral Health Casegoods
Nemschoff

Marsack III Behavioral Health Seating
Nemschoff

High Use Behavioral Health Seating
Nemschoff

Behavioral Health Desks
Nemschoff

Behavioral Health Wardrobe
Nemschoff
Space Division

Room Dividers

Exceptions to be considered when specifying product:
- Curved-edge Surfaces
- Textiles
- Antimicrobials Treatment

Overlay

Herman Miller